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The number of routes to store in Named-Data Networking (NDN) requires a huge amount of control mes- 

sages to exchange because of the Named-Data and the non-aggregated prefixes. Multiple copies of con- 

tent in different locations and content mobility worsen the scalability challenge. We propose a Controller- 

based Routing Scheme, named CRoS that runs on top of NDN and, thus, preserves all NDN features using 

the same interest and data packets. We define specific names and procedures for routers and controller 

efficient communication over NDN. CRoS adds router actions and avoids control message overhead by 

coding signaling information on content names. Our scheme enables data mobility and avoids the repli- 

cations of routing information from controller to routers because they request the routes on-demand. 

Our proposal also requires low router memory size because it stores only the routes for simultaneously 

consumed prefixes. Furthermore, the scheme automates router provisioning and efficiently installs a new 

route, on all routers, in a path with a single Route Request to controller. We provide a protocol proposal 

description using the Specification and Description Language and we validate the protocol, proving that 

CRoS behavior is free of dead or live locks. The simulation results show that the efficiency of the pro- 

posed scheme is robust when the consumer-interest rate increases with additional throughput of more 

links. The scheme efficiency is close to optimum when routers operate with enough memory. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Named-Data Networking (NDN) [1] focuses the content deliv-

ery instead of host-to-host communication. NDN proposes a new

network layer that forwards two types of packets: the interest and

the data packets. The interest packet expresses consumers will for

content and leaves information on each hop to reach the consumer

back. The network replies each interest packet with a data packet

containing the desired content. The NDN ensures efficient commu-

nication, load balance, energy efficiency, and flow control through

popular content storage and data packet replies from any content

cache copy [1–3] . More importantly, interest and data packets one-

to-one correspondence avoids link congestion due to Distributed

Deny of Service (DDoS) attacks. Furthermore, unlike IP Multicast

[4] , NDN flow control is receiver-oriented and adapts to the link

capacity of each individual consumer. 

Named-Data identify content directly and, then, NDN must

learn how to route interest packets based on the announcement
∗ Corresponding author. 
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f Named-Data prefixes and the diffusion of their associated data

ocation. However, NDN routing schemes based on Open Short-

st Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) inherit IP

haracteristics of prefix dissemination and routing. These schemes

uffer with the amount of Named-Data prefixes that is intrinsically

igher than for IP prefixes. In addition, multiple copies of content

n different locations, content mobility, and multihoming intro-

uce non-aggregated prefixes that increase the number of routes.

n these scenarios, the routing schemes should store more routes

nd exchange more control messages to announce all the address-

ble content, which results in high control overhead and possible

isk of Forwarding Information Base (FIB) explosion [5] . 

In this paper, we propose, formally specify, and validate the

ontroller-based Routing Scheme (CRoS) that runs on top of the

DN and, then, routers forward only NDN interest/data packets.

onsequently, it preserves NDN features such as congestion con-

rol, network failure detection, and path diversity. Like OpenFlow-

ased solutions for Information Centric Network (ICN), CRoS con-

olidates the control plane on the controller, which is responsible

or the Named-Data location storage and routing, but employs only

DN packets for router-controller communication. Therefore, CRoS

voids IP restrictions on host mobility and multihoming. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2017.02.001
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We formally specify our protocol proposal in Specification and

escription Language to avoid ambiguity [6] . We validate our pro-

ocol using Petri Net to prove its feasibility and correctness [7,8] . 

Our scheme adds router actions and avoids control message

verhead by coding signaling information on content names. Addi-

ionally, the router that requests a route directly instructs the new

oute to routers in the path to content requested, avoiding new re-

uests to controller. Furthermore, CRoS avoids the constant repli-

ation of routing information from controller plane to routers data

lane. The CRoS router updates the forwarding plane by request-

ng new routes to controller upon no-response time-expiration of

nterests and, thus, the scheme reduces the overhead of commu-

ication between routers and controller from the large number

f available prefixes to the fraction of consumer momentously re-

uested prefixes. Moreover, CRoS reduces the router FIB memory

equirement by storing only active consumed prefixes instead of

ll published prefixes and by replacing the oldest added routing

ules with new ones. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 , we

escribe the main related work. We formally specify the proposed

outing scheme in Section 3 . In Section 4 we validate the CRoS

DN protocol using Petri Nets. Then, in Section 5 , we discuss data

elivery efficiency and convergence delay. In Section 6 we discuss

he main features of our proposal. Finally, we conclude and present

uture work in Section 7 . 

. Related work 

Bari et al. analyze, compare, and contrast the naming and rout-

ng mechanisms proposed by the most prominent Information

entric Network (ICN) research projects [9] . Algren et al. compare

nd discuss design choices and features of proposed ICN architec-

ures, focusing on the following main components: Named-Data

bjects, naming and security, Application Programming Interface,

outing and transport functions, and caching [10] . Xylomenos et al.

dentify the core functionalities of ICN architectures, describe the

ey ICN proposals in a tutorial manner, highlighting the similarities

nd differences among them with respect to those core functional-

ties, identify the key weaknesses of ICN proposals and outline the

ain unresolved research challenges in this area of networking re-

earch [11] . All the three preceding papers pointed out scalability

s challenge because of the vast size of the content naming space. 

A number of schemes propose a publish-subscribe architec-

ure to address content network [12–14] . Nevertheless, we con-

ider that this approach is vulnerable to denial of service attacks

ecause it does not preserve the packet flow balance. Carzaniga

t al. compare NDN on-demand content retrieval to subscription

pproaches. They argue that both on-demand and subscription ap-

roaches should be supported and available in order to reduce

tates at routers. They propose a hybrid solution that selectively

educes the packet flow state at routers [14] . 

Jacobson et al. proposed the Content-Centric Networking (CCN)

nd introduced the interest-data packet pair model [15,16] . This

roposal resulted in a project that aims at building a new net-

ork architecture, the Named-Data Networking (NDN) [1] . The

DN model allows fast detection of network failures and for-

ards packets to alternative paths according to a strategy layer

17,18] . However, current NDN routing schemes construct Named-

ata forwarding rules based on conventional routing protocols

uch as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Proto-

ol (BGP). Therefore, an NDN router announces name prefixes and

t floods non-aggregated updates to all network nodes, imposing

erious scalability limitations on the supported number of distinct

refixes and their mobility. 

The centralized controller and the global view feature of

oftware Defined Network (SDN) technology, has been used to
onsolidate routing information [19–21] . Fernandes et al. ob-

erve controller-based solutions alleviate general packet forward-

ng nodes from control message processing and fit well for next

eneration networks [22] . Shi et al. propose a data synchroniza-

ion scheme for NDN that can replicate the controller informa-

ion [23] and provide redundancy. Salsamo et al. propose the

penFlow-based architecture for the SDN technology applied to

CN [24] , however the OpenFlow approach brings the known IP re-

trictions, for example, host mobility and multihoming [25] . 

We propose the Controller-based Routing Scheme (CRoS) that

ollows the Software Defined Networks (SDN) technology and pre-

erves the same interest and data packets defined by Named-Data

etworking (NDN). Thus, our proposal does not require additional

ackets. Moreover, the Software-Defined network approach over-

omes the unnecessary control message flooding and reduces the

outer FIB memory. Furthermore, the on-demand Route-Request

voids the replications of routing information from controller to

outers upon topology change or content mobility. 

. Proposed protocol description and formal specification 

We formally present our protocol in Specification and Descrip-

ion Language to avoid ambiguity. Our CRoS proposal assumes two

ypes of network elements: one controller and routers. The routers

orward packets to destination, cache contents, and register the

amed-Data location on behalf of producers. Moreover, routers re-

uest to the controller paths for unknown content names. The con-

roller maintains a global view of the network, avoiding control-

essage flooding. Our proposal codifies the signaling information

n specific data names, similarly to Jacobson et al. strategy [16] .

he proposed scheme autonomously finds a path from every router

o the controller. This important feature preserves the original NDN

tack and automates new routers provisioning. 

All routers and the controller own a unique identification (ID),

nd we define five specific data-name prefixes reserved for the

outing scheme: i) interest /hello prefix followed by the router

D, which advertises the router presence to its neighbors; ii) inter-

st /router prefix followed by the router ID, which addresses a

pecific router; iii) interest /controller prefix, which addresses

he controller; iv) interest /controllerx prefix followed by the

ontroller ID, which addresses the controller; and, finally, v) inter-

st with /registerNamedData prefix, which requests the regis-

ration of new Named-Data. 

Routers initiate without any forwarding rule in FIB, except the

orwarding rules or procedures that the routers themselves pro-

ess such as: /hello , /hello/routerID , /controller , and

registerNamedData . FIB entry /hello points to the router

nternal application that processes neighbor keep-alive messages.

he FIB entries /hello/routerID and /controller point

o all neighbor interfaces. The /registerNamedData FIB entry

oints to the router internal application that processes Named-

ata registration requests from users. 

The protocol operation is divided in two phases: Bootstrap

hase, which monitors the nodes and assures the knowledge of the

lobal network topology, and Named-Data Routing phase, which

uarantees the localization and access to the requested content.

his separation enables content mobility features because it splits

ata names from data locations. 

.1. Bootstrap phase 

In Bootstrap phase, the controller obtains the global view of the

etwork and, consequently, it can install routes on routers. Routers

nd the controller in order to register themselves and the con-

roller, with the information received from all routers, constructs

he global topology. Then, the controller calculates all routes. The
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Fig. 1. Formal specification in SDL of Hello procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Formal specification in SDL of Router Registration procedure. 
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Bootstrap phase is composed of three procedures: Hello, Controller

Discovery, and Router Registration. Hello Procedure : All routers

send a Hello interest packet to inform their directly connected

neighbors about their presence. Routers keep running periodically

the Hello procedure to monitor connectivity changes with their

neighbors, and forward this information to the controller. Fig. 1

presents the formal specification in Specification and Description

Language (SDL). Following the described behavior, each router

keeps locally a restricted view of the network topology. Hello and

Controller Discovery procedures start simultaneously. 

Controller Discovery : Routers flood all interfaces asynchronously

with interest packets to find the controller, except interfaces that

received the same interest packet recently. Fig. 2 shows the SDL

formal specification of the Controller Discovery procedure. The

controller generates a data packet in response to the discovery in-
Fig. 2. Formal specification in SDL of the Controller Discovery procedure. 

t  

a  

r  

t  
erest. It is worth to notice that, as all routers subscribe to this data

acket, NDN pending interest storing and NDN data caching re-

uces subsequent interest flooding, and the interest response time.

Router Registration : Every router register itself sending informa-

ion about his presence and its neighbors. Fig. 3 presents the SDL

ormal specification of Router Registration procedure. Therefore,

he controller constructs a global network topology model and cal-

ulates all routes between node pairs. 

.2. Named-Data Routing phase 

Named-Data are registered in the controller in order to become

vailable to consumers. 

Named-Data Registration A producer registers new content by

ending a specific interest packet as shown the SDL specification

f Fig. 4 . 

This interest packet is not forwarded to a next set of routers,

nstead, a newly formed interest packet is sent directly by the first

eceiving router to the controller. This packet signals new con-

ent availability to the controller, which reacts by storing the in-

ormation for the related content prefix in the Named-Data loca-

ion table, and sending content registration confirmation to the

roducer. Route Request and Route Installation : A Named Data re-

uest results from an interest packet from a node. Fig. 5 shows

he SDL behavior diagram for the Route Request procedure. As

 Router receives a content request, it forwards the request di-

ectly to the controller, or it replies with a NACK in case it is not

he first hop. NACK messages reduce the delay to remove invalid
Fig. 4. Formal specification in SDL of Named-Data Registration procedure. 
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Fig. 5. Formal specification in SDL of Route Request procedure. 
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Fig. 7. CRoS NDN service diagram. User interaction with the service represented in 

A and external content provider interaction represented in B . All internal service 

interactions between service entities are represented in C . 
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outes from FIB before the expiration of interest lifetime in PIT. As

he controller receives content and Router Registration requests, it

omputes the best routes for content delivery based on the con-

ent requesting node location. Then a data packet is constructed

n response to the routing request containing the full-calculated

oute and the content prefix. CRoS router aggregates Route Re-

uest for the same prefix and NDN caches route content, which

educe the load on the controller. This feature helps to mitigate

ossible attempts of denial of service attack, such as repeated re-

uests for non registered contents. A route-install interest-packet

s created by the content requesting router. Fig. 6 shows the SDL

ehavior diagram for the Route Installation procedure. This inter-

st packet is responsible for carrying routing information to be in-

talled in all routers in the contained paths, avoiding active Route

equests from these routers, as well as requesting the desired

ontent. 
Fig. 6. Formal specification in SDL of Route Installation procedure. 
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. CRoS-NDN protocol validation using Petri Net 

The interacting entity roles involved in CRosS-NDN service de-

ivery are: Consumer , Producer , Controller , and Router .
ig. 7 presents the service diagram of CRoS NDN, outlining the

asic communication primitives between entities. In order to vali-

ate the proposed protocol, Petri Nets representing the proposed

ervice and external interaction are constructed, as depicted in

ig. 8 . The behavior associated with Hello background procedure

s not depicted, but it is implied during transition TR 5 when a net-

ork change is detected and when the router first starts in state

R 1 . Compared to the SDL specification, the Petri Networks focus

n detailed entity interaction, but use shorter paths for sequen-

ial actions with no external interaction, and simplifies interaction

ith storage and software facilities. Message timeouts are handled

y interest packet retransmission and were omitted for clarity. A

imeout of a Route-Installation interest alerts a topology change in

onsumer-producer path and dispatch the Router Registration pro-

edure faster than the periodic Hello interest. 

Validation of the global Petri Network was conducted using

INA (Time Petri Net Analyzer), a software toolbox [26] for editing

nd analyzing Petri Nets developed and maintained by VerTICS, re-

earch groups of LAAS/CNRS. Preliminary reachability analysis indi-

ate that CRoS NDN Petri Net is bounded, live and reversible, thus,

ithout the presence of dead or live locks. Further structural anal-

sis indicates the presence of transition invariants (T-invariants)

nd place invariants (P-invariants) that proves feasibility of the in-

ended service using CRoS NDN proposed protocol. 

A T-invariant indicates a possible loop in the net, a sequence

f transitions whose net effect is null and which leads back to the

arking it starts in, thus, denoting a feasible and stable path be-

ween markup states in a Petri Net. Analysis of CRoS NDN protocol

quivalent Petri Network identified five T-invariants: 

1. TCtl 3 TPro 1 TPro 3 TPro 4 TR 15 TR 16 ; 

2. TCtl 1 TCtl 2 TR 1 TR 2 TR 3 TR 4 TR 5 ; 

3. TCsm 1 TCsm 2 TR 6 TR 7 TR 8 ; 

4. TCsm 1 TCsm 2 TPro 2 TR 10 TR 11 TR 12 TR 6 TR 8 TR 9 ; 

5. TCsm 1 TCsm 2 TCtl 4 TPro 2 TR 10 TR 12 TR 13 TR 14 TR 6 TR 8 TR 9 . 

The first transition-invariant denotes a stable path for con-

ent registration procedure, as well as non-conflicting content ex-

iration handling. The control transition Tctl3 represents con-

ent registration, while producer transitions denote a full cycle of

roducer operation: publish content, serve content and content

xpiration. TR15 and TR16 represent content registration router

essage forwarding. The second T-invariant denotes a stable path
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Fig. 8. Controller, Producer, Consumer, and Router entity Petri Nets. A global Petri Net is the junction, at identical named states, of presented SDL equivalent router and 

controller Petri Nets, with consumer and producer behavioral model Petri Nets. The initial markup used consists of one token in places SR 1 , SCtl 1 , SCsm 1 and SPro 1 . 
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for Controller Discovery and Router Registration procedures, de-

noted by transitions Tctl1 and Tctl2 respectively.Transitions

TR1 through TR5 indicate correct router advancement during

Bootstrap phase. The last three T-invariants denote three possi-

ble stable paths for content solicitation and delivery: cached con-

tent, known route content, and unknown route content. Transitions

TCsm1 , TCsm2 , TR6 and TR8 account for content request and de-

livery. The fourth T-invariant represents the case of cached con-

tent, where transition TR7 indicates cached content. The fifth T-

invariant represents the case of content with a known route, de-

noted by the presence of TR11 , this is expected if the content re-

quest packet is received from another router, thus, containing rout-

ing information. The last T-invariant accounts for content with an

unknown route, denoted by the presence of TR13 . Successful route

retrieval triggers a Route Installation procedure, in which M7 con-

tains routing information. 

A P-invariant indicates that the number of tokens in a set of

reachable markings satisfies some linear invariant. As a special

case, when the sum of tokens and weight of composing places in

a P-Invariant is 1, it denotes a set of places that cannot be marked

concurrently, thus, proving mutual exclusion properties. Analysis of

CRoS NDN protocol equivalent Petri Network identified six mean-

ingful cases of such P-invariants: 

1. M 11 M 12 SCtl 2 SPro 1 ; 

2. M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 SR 1 SR 3 SR 5 SR 6 SR 7 SR 8 SR 9 ; 

3. M 11 M 12 M 13 M 14 SPro 1 SPro 3 ; 

4. M 10 M 5 M 6 M 7 M 8 M 9 SCsm 1 SR 6 SR 7 SR 8 SR 9 ; 

5. M 3 M 4 SR 1 SR 2 SR 3 SR 5 SR 6 SR 7 SR 8 SR 9 ; 

6. M 1 M 2 SR 1 SR 3 SR 4 SR 5 SR 6 SR 7 SR 8 SR 9 . 

The first place-invariant denotes that all content is avail-

able only after registration and before expiration. The second P-

invariant denotes that Controller Discovery and Router Registra-

tion always occur in an orderly manner. The last four P-invariants
emonstrate that there is no unnecessary message duplication for

ll specified CRoS protocol message pairs. Therefore, the protocol

alidation proves the correctness of the protocol proposal. 

. CRoS simulations and proof of properties 

We have implemented our proposed scheme in the ndnSIM

27] simulator in order to demonstrate its operation, analyze its

ehavior, prove its properties, and evaluate its performance. Fig. 9

hows the block diagram of the CRoS router and controller imple-

entation. CRoS controller and routers share the same structure,

lthough their different functions in the proposed scheme. CRoS

outer implements a specific forwarding strategy and auxiliary ap-

lications to execute the scheme procedures that manipulate FIB

nd PIT employing internal calls triggered by specific data names.

RoS controller extends the NDN router with additional applica-

ions to implement the scheme procedures. CRoS router applica-

ions consume the controller-produced data on the respective con-

roller applications. NDN simulator (ndnSIM) is the closest to re-

lity tool and it offers a customizable forwarding strategy. Inter-

st and data packets flow from node to node, and from/to node

o/from application through faces. The strategy layer exposes cus-

omizable decisions on packet forwarding events. CRoS forwarding

trategy redirects interests with unknown prefixes to the Route Re-

uest procedure. 

The simulation considers that multiple collocated nodes ran the

RoS controller function as a single entity and that these nodes

hare a database that stores both the Named-Data location and

he routers adjacency for a single domain. This assumption does

ot invalidate our results because it relies on data-center well-

onnected infrastructure to host the nodes and, therefore, it elim-

nates processing power and storage bottlenecks of a single node.
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Fig. 9. CRoS-NDN Router implementation. CRoS defines a specific forwarding strategy that interacts with specific procedures to manipulate FIB and PIT entries based on 

specific data names. CRoS controller employs additional procedures to execute the control plane on top of CRoS Router. 
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imulation results have 95% confidence interval and max and mean

rrors are indicated for each experiment. 

In the first set of simulations, we want to show basic behav-

ors of the proposal. We define the data delivery efficiency, which

s the amount of consumer-received data packets divided by the

umber of interest packets sent on each link, consumer and rout-

ng interests required to obtain the desired content. Our efficiency

efinition produces a measure of the CRoS signaling overhead, the

onsumer to content distance, and the overall cost of the data de-

ivery. Hence, in NDN networks, the longer is the distance in node

ops from the consumer to the producer; the lower is the data de-

ivery efficiency. To show this property we use a ”specific three in-

rementing path topology” from consumer to producer, shown in

ig. 10 . The simulations evaluate the proposed scheme operation

fter link failures and the consequent consumer-to-producer and

outer-to-controller path recovery for consumer rates of 10, 100,

nd 10 0 0 interests per second. Fig. 11 a shows the expected de-

rease of the data delivery efficiency for the longer path between

he producer and consumer. Fig. 11 also confirms the self-discovery

f controller and self-configuration of consumer-to-producer path

f our proposal. Fig. 11 b presents the controller-received interest

ate for Controller Discovery (top graph) and for Router Registra-

ion (bottom graph) procedures. Our protocol shows a stable over-

ead of control messages after a peak of control messages at the

nitialization and after a node failure in order to process the Con-

roller Discovery procedure and Router Registration procedure. 

B-C and F-C links fail at 10 0 0 and 20 0 0 s respectively,

ailure 1 and Failure 2 , and each failure adds one hop to

he consumer to producer distance. 
ig. 10. The ”specific incrementing path topology” used in the first set of simula- 

ions. The path distance from consumer to producer increases after failures 1 and 

: A-B-C-D, A-E-F-C-D, and A-G-H-I-C-D. 

F

c

r

The optimum value of the data delivery efficiency is 1/ d , where

 is the consumer to producer distance. Then, 0.20 (1/5) for the

ve hops before link failures. The experiment demonstrates the

igher is the rate of consumer interests (10, 100, and 10 0 0 per

econd), the closer is the data delivery efficiency to the optimum

alue. Furthermore, the results confirm the data delivery efficiency

0.20, 0.17, and 0.14 for 10 0 0 consumer interests per second) is

qual to 1/ d (5, 6, and 7 hops) for the highest considered con-

umer interest rate and the efficiency decreases with lower con-

umer rates closer to Hello rate of 0.1 interests/s . 

For the same experiment, Fig. 12 a presents the data delivery

fficiency improvement due to the size of the FIB memory, which

ecreases from the number of published prefixes to the number of

imultaneous consumed prefixes. CRoS router achieves FIB mem-

ry reduction because it replaces the oldest added FIB entries by

ew ones. The simulation demonstrates that the data delivery effi-

iency does not decrease with the number of published prefixes for

IB sizes higher than the number of simultaneous consumed pre-

xes. Moreover, the result shows that CRoS correctly operates un-

er insufficient FIB memory for simultaneous consumed prefixes,

ut the data delivery efficiency decreases proportionally to the rate

f Route Requests to controller, Fig. 12 c. It is worth to note that

hen the consumer-controller path increases, then the round trip

elay for Route Requests also increases and, therefore, the rate of

oute Requests decreases due to interest aggregation. 

Fig. 12 b presents the efficient separation of data and control

lanes. The simulation shows that when B-C link fails at 10 0 0 s,
ig. 11. a ) The data delivery efficiency, b top ) the rate of interests received by the 

ontroller for the Controller Discovery procedure, and b bottom ) the rate of interests 

eceived by the controller for the Router Registration procedure. 
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Fig. 12. CRoS behavior for Fig. 10 topology, Link B-C failure at 10 0 0 s, and recovery 

at 20 0 0 s. a) Data delivery efficiency behavior for simultaneous consumed prefixes 

values of 5, 10, and 20 prefixes, with fixed FIB size equal to 15. b) Data delivery 

efficiency behavior in a link failure/recovery event for 5, 10, and 20 FIB sizes with 

fixed simultaneous consumed prefixes equal to 11. c) and d) The rate of interests 

received by the controller for the Route Request procedure of simulations a) and b), 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. The Hello interest rate and the content mobility simulations for Fig. 10 net- 

work. a) The convergence delay in link failure event does not change with the Hello 

interest rate (0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 interests/s) due to route-install detection of con- 

nectivity failure. b) Route Installation with a single Route-Request to controller per 

prefix and the data delivery efficiency for a mobile producer with 3 prefixes; The 

producer starts connected to router D and moves to router F at 50 s. 
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the consumer to producer path increases one hop and the data de-

livery efficiency decreases proportionally. Afterwards, B-C link re-

covers at 20 0 0 s, and then data delivery efficiency does not re-

cover to the original value for FIB size higher than the number

of simultaneous consumed prefixes. The simulation demonstrates

that routers do not update their forwarding rules upon topology

changes that do not break working paths. The approach avoids the

proactive update of routers forwarding rules with the controller

network view. Moreover, it is worth to note in Fig. 12 d that the

Route Request rate does not change after link recovery because the

consumer-controller path is not updated. 

We evaluate the convergence delay of the proposed routing

scheme. The Hello interest rate defines the detection latency of a

link up/down change. Thus, the higher is the Hello interest rate,

the lower is the latency of link change detection. On the other

hand, the interest/data balance of Route Installation procedure ac-

celerates the detection of connectivity failure between nodes in

consumer to producer path and, then, this balance removes the de-

lay dependency on the Hello procedure. 

Fig. 13 a presents the data delivery efficiency and the conver-

gence delay after a link failure for the Hello rate of 0.05, 0.10,

and 0.20 interests/s. The maximum delay is 7.7, 5.1, and 5.9 s, re-

spectively. The simulation shows the convergence delay does not

change with the Hello rate due to route-install detection of con-

nectivity failure. The data delivery efficiency does not show sig-

nificant change with Hello rate in this setting. Moreover, B-C link

fails at 100 s, the failure adds one hop on consumer to producer

distance, and reduces 0.03 on the data delivery efficiency, from a

maximum of 0.20 before Failure 1 to 0.17 afterwards. Fig. 13 b

presents the Route Installation with a single Route-Request to con-

troller per prefix, thus reducing the control message overhead.

Producer node starts connected to router D and publishes 3 pre-

fixes, them the producer moves to router F at 50 s. The simulation

demonstrates that i) at start up, the controller receives 3 Route Re-
uests, 1 per prefix, and ii) after producer mobility, producer regis-

ers the new data location and the controller receives 3 additional

oute Requests. CRoS router reactively removes the failed routes

ointing to the producer old location on PIT entry time-expiration

nd sends a new Route Request to controller upon a new con-

umer request for content. The number of Route Requests received

y the controller does not change with the number of routers in

onsumer-producer path. Thus, for a single Route Request to con-

roller, the controller replies with the data carrying the end-to-end

ath. Then, each router informs the new route to the next router

n the path. 

In a second set of experiments, we extend the simulation to

ther topologies to confirm a number of features and the robust

ehavior of our proposal. We use four ISP-like topologies based on

he largest connected component of Rocketfuel’s VSNL, Ebone, Tis-

ali, and Telstra topologies [28,29] , which corresponds to 5, 163,

91, and 279 nodes, respectively. In addition, we evaluate CRoS

ith two fat-tree topologies with 25 and 122 nodes. We choose

he topologies forming pairs with similar number of nodes, similar

umber of links, and similar mean distances to compare the effect

f these parameters. We also simulate for the 10 nodes ”specific

ncrementing path topology” of Fig. 10 . 

In order to evaluate the data delivery efficiency and the data

elivery delay for different topologies with different network di-

meter, number of nodes, and number of links, we place the con-

umer, the producer, and the controller nodes at random positions

n each simulation round. The data delivery delay is the computa-

ion of the latency from consumer request to data reception, and

ccounts for link related delay and CRoS timers related delay, CPU

rocessing related delay is considered zero. The timers related de-

ay is tied to interest lifetime expiration. The longer is the interest

ifetime, the longer is the delay for PIT entry expiration and subse-

uent CRoS procedures execution. Fig. 14 shows the efficiency, bot-

om left y axis, and the mean delay, bottom right y axis, for all the

even topologies. The top graph shows the mean distance for ev-

ry combination of node pairs in each network, left y axis, and the

umber of links of each topology, right y axis. The results confirm

hat the data delivery efficiency strongly depends on consumer-

roducer distance, being close to the inverse of the mean distance.

herefore, our results demonstrate that for a fixed consumer in-

erest rate, the higher is the number of links, the higher is the

umber of Hello interests, and the higher is the control message

verhead, but the data delivery efficiency shows low reduction.

s worst case delay in CRoS occurs once at initial convergence,

n then only after link failure, it’s impact on overall performance

s diluted over time for stable networks. Thus, the scheme is ro-

ust; the efficiency does not decrease when the consumer inter-
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Fig. 14. Comparative simulation for distinct network topologies. The efficiency 

halves and the delay doubles when the consumer-producer distance doubles. The 

efficiency is stable when the number of links doubles. 

Fig. 15. a) and c) Data delivery efficiency behavior as function of the maximum FIB 

size. b) and d) controller received interest rate behavior as function to maximum 

FIB size. 
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Fig. 16. Data delivery efficiency behavior of Telstra and Ebone topologies for a 

growing rate of producer mobility. 
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st rate grows with additional throughput of more links. Therefore,

he scheme scales well for a controller with enough resources. Fur-

hermore, we envision that consumers can identify the distance to

ontent, cache copies, and cooperatively register the copy location

n the controller. Thus, the cooperation for specific contents poten-

ially reduces the distance and the delay for new consumers and,

his increases the data delivery efficiency for these contents with

o cache in routers on the path to producer. This motivates an in-

rementally deployable approach for content producers irrespective

f cache capacity in routers. 

In the next simulation, Fig. 15 , we want to show the impli-

ations of unbalanced FIB memory capacity, link capacity, and

mount of simultaneously consumed prefixes. We observe that

he efficiency decreases due to recurrent Route Requests when

he number of simultaneously consumed prefixes exceeds the FIB
emory capacity. The early replacement of FIB entries causes the

ecurrent Route Requests in this scenario. Furthermore, the rate

f Route Requests increases linearly with the rate of interests for

refixes without FIB entries up to link congestion and, afterwards,

he efficiency decreases additionally due to interest retransmission

aused by packet drop. It is worth to note that FIB entry removal

rases all associated PIT entries and, therefore, the efficiency also

ecreases due to data packet drop when the FIB size is too small

o store prefixes for time enough to receive producer data. 

The simulations employ Telstra and Ebone topologies with 279

nd 163 nodes, respectively, a growing rate of simultaneously con-

umed prefixes, and an increasing rate of consumer interests. A

ew consumer starts every 5 s and each consumer sends 1 inter-

sts/s for a distinct prefix. It is worth to note that simulated con-

umers do not employ flow control to adapt the interest rate to

esponse failures and, therefore, the growing rate of interests exac-

rbates the efficiency decrease. 

In the last simulation, Fig. 16 , we show the data delivery effi-

iency robustness with producer mobility and with the number of

onsumers. The simulation employs 3 (30) consumers to request

ata with rate of 20 (2) interests per second in Fig. 16 a and c ( 16

 and d), and a single producer to reply data packets. The producer

oves with rates 0.01, 0.05, and 0.25 movements per second. We

hose the parameters in order to exhibit a reference efficiency be-

avior due to 10 times variation window in both the ratio of con-

umer interests and the ratio of producer mobility. 

. Discussion 

Our proposal preserves basic features of NDN, such as interest

orwarding based on content names, and therefore preserves ag-

regation, caching, and mobility, being a fully NDN compliant rout-

ng solution. Our controller-based routing scheme separates data

dentity and location, and, thus, facilitates data mobility. Unlike

urrent NDN routing schemes, CRoS reaches the closest registered

ontent copy without neither incurring FIB size explosion nor sup-
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posing prefix aggregation. CRoS routers forward interest based on

content names and the controller evaluates routes based on con-

tent location in network topology. Furthermore, CRoS automatically

discovers/configures routers and controller and, thus, avoids man-

ual provisioning. In addition, this automation introduces low con-

trol overhead because it restricts the interest flooding to specific

name prefixes employed for routers and controller auto discovery. 

CRoS avoids frequent proactive FIB-updates of routers, and, then

reduces the router-controller control-message overhead. It restricts

the control messages to the number of unknown prefixes of the

requested data. Not all topology changes or content mobility re-

quire path updates. Actually, only the faults, identified by inter-

est/data unbalance, that break the path from consumer to content

require path updates. Whenever a path fails, the PIT entry expires,

the router removes the respective FIB entry, and then the router

requests a new route to the controller and updates its local for-

warding information. 

The data delivery efficiency of our proposal is robust in rela-

tion to producer mobility and to the number of consumers. When-

ever the producer moves, it starts the Register Named-Data proce-

dure in order to inform its new location, the Route Request pro-

cedure also starts, and consumer interests to old location expire.

The higher is the rate of producer mobility; the lower is the effi-

ciency due to the overhead of additional interest packets required

for the above mentioned procedures. However, the efficiency im-

proves with the number of consumers requesting the same content

due to cache and interest aggregation. 

The results obtained from an preliminary performance evalua-

tion, comparing our proposal with other similar routing schemes

[30,31] , seam promissory. Nevertheless, we have to improve our

simulator to work with a greater number of prefix, to achieve a

valuable result. 

Finally, we argue that our scheme can be integrated with the

depot approach described by Zhang et al. [32] , in which the depot

server intermediates consumer and producer communication and

keeps an updated route to producer avoiding to request new routes

when producer moves. Besides, our proposed scheme can be ex-

tended with hierarchical distributed hash tables [33,34] to further

improve scalability. 

7. Conclusion 

We proposed, formally specified, and validated the Controller-

based Routing Scheme (CRoS) for Named-Data Networking (NDN).

The proposed scheme natively splits content identity from content

localization and, therefore, facilitates content mobility, a known

challenge in traditional IP networks. 

We formally specified our proposal using the Specification and

Description Language (SDL) to avoid ambiguity usually caused

when using a natural language. We validate our protocol using

Petri Net to prove its feasibility and correctness, as well as the ab-

sence of dead or live locks. Moreover, the protocol validation guar-

antees that the scheme ensures a valid working path from con-

sumer to producer, even if it does not necessarily ensure the short-

est path. 

We implemented CRoS using the NDN simulator (ndnSIM) to

show its behavior in its two protocol phases. We conducted exper-

iments, considering targeted scenarios, to show convergence, re-

silience and to demonstrate its main features. 

CRoS automates the configuration of routers and controller. The

autonomous discovery/configuration operate correctly at start up,

after topology changes, and on data mobility. Additionally, CRoS

reduces the routers-controller communication overhead by i) cod-

ing routing information on content names, ii) reactively updating

the controller upon routers local information change, iii) avoiding

the replications of routing information from controller to routers,
v) installing a new end-to-end route on all routers in consumer-

roducer path with a single Route Request to controller, and v) re-

tricting the interest flooding. 

For future work, we will extend the simulations including sce-

arios with other network topologies and workloads (e.g., data

enters), compare with related routing approaches, and explore the

ooperation of caching and routing using the controller. We will

est it using CCNx distribution in Future Internet Testbed with Se-

urity (FITS). 
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